El Salvador vote belittled

By Andrew H. Wall

"El Salvador has had enough political parties, election officials, voters...and elections. Yet another election won't have any impact," on the fighting and bloodshed occurring, asserted Anthropology Professor Martin Diskin, at a lecture last Thursday.

The MIT Social Science Group and the Committee on Central America co-sponsored the lecture, titled "Why El Salvador?" El Salvador has had, for fifty years, a series of repressive right-wing governments and the El Salvadoran people are finally rebelling against the repressive power structure, claimed Diskin.

Commenting on the recent elections in El Salvador, Diskin speculated four motivated many people in the polls, as non-voters could be identified by lack of a registration stamp on their ID cards.

Diskin attributed altruistics Roberto d'Aubisson's strong showing at the polls to his promises to end violence with the fact that, in d'Aubisson-controlled districts, "The most survival-oriented thing to do would be to vote for d'Aubisson," due to the lack of privacy and the soldiers at polling places.

Jim Harney, who recently returned from several weeks with FMLN leftist guerrillas in El Salvador, described their actions. He believes the current government lacks public support.

"The government without people," Harney noted the economy has taken a wartime direction, food production has been cut in half as a result. He commented, "The economic situation is bleak, and the economy is at the point of bankruptcy."

"The morale of the [El Salvadoran] people is at all time low," Harney claimed, citing a major barracks desertion in the San Miguel and Harney maintained, "Without US [support], the government would topple, and the people realize this."

However, the morale of the FMLN guerrillas is high, according to Harney. The FMLN operates local public support; he declared, "The sense of cooperation among the civilian population is very, very strong," Harney said the leftist guerrillas received little to no support from Nicaragua and Cuba, and asserted, "The revolution of the El Salvadoran people is indigenous to them."

When requested to return on the elections, Harney said, "The leftists in El Salvador set the elections in a 'bureaucratic' and illegitimate tool to legitimize the government."

The lack of violence during the elections was "not the military victory," later Harney said. "If we claimed it was," Martin Diskin maintained. Diskin said, in official statements, leftist guerrillas allowed the populace not to vote, and did not threaten voters with violence. He claimed voters could have been attacked relative easily, as many voters were concentrated in few polling places.

Diskin said negotiations between the right faction and parties could be a "realistic and ultimately beneficial" way to minimize suffering and bloodshed among the El Salvadoran people.
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HEWLETT PACKARD CELEBRATES 100th Anniversary

COMPUTER SALE

and with this ad

Buy an HP-85A for $2299.

and receive a Free 16K Memory Module and a Visicale or Graphics Pack.

Also, buy the following HP peripherals: 82901M Disc Drive, 82905A Printer and 7470A Plotter for $545 and complete your system with an HP-83A for $100.

A $7705 value for $5555

($545 price includes ROM Drawer, Plotter/Printer Rom, Mass Storage Rom, HP1B Cable and Interconnect Cables)

Come to our HP Seminar introducing 3 new HP products!

Meet Larry Sudbay, HP Systems Engineer, at the Harvard Square Coop

Thursday, April 8, 6 PM - 8PM

He will discuss and demonstrate the HP-87 desk-top computer with on-screen graphics $2995, available peripherals include CPM compatibility and up to 544K of RAM. Multitasked HP7470A Graphics Plotter $1550. HP815A Winchester 4&megabyte Disc Drive $500.

Reserve Seating: please call 492-1000 x317

HARVARD COOPERATIVE SOCIETY

Boston Cambridge

Help us

make things happen.

The Tech

The Tech

are looking for

to be named in a current study on the effects of relaxation imagery treatment on asthma improvement. Previous research suggests the possibility of substantial benefit. Treatment will be low-cost. Side effects may be uncomfortable. Participants will be given $50 for 12 sessions over a six week period.

Come to see the New England Billy Graham Crusade comes to MIT on Wednesday, April 28 with an EVANGELISTIC LECTURE.

Billy Graham will speak in Kresge Auditorium, and the lecture is open to all members of the MIT community, free of charge. We look forward to seeing you there.
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